16 Groton Rd, London SW18 4EP
0208 877 6700
enquiries@displayways.co.uk
www.displayways.co.uk.
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Who Are We?
“Displayways, London based large format
printing business, specialists in display solutions,
visual consultancy, exhibition stands, point of
sale display, signage, display systems and Museum
and interior display”

Display
Solution
Providers
Visual consultancy, display
services, graphics production.
From concept to concourse
we’ve got it covered.
Displayways are renowned for expertise in delivering display
solutions for retail, point of sale, event and exhibition, museum
and interior projects. We specialise in producing the highest
quality display services from visual consultancy and project
management to production and installation.
Displayways is able to produce from its facility based in South
West London, everything from exhibition stands, portable
displays and bespoke display fabrication to direct to media
print, digital photographic printing, giant media production,
finishing, and provide visual consultancy, project management
and installation services.
We partner with our clients to help them arrive at the best
solution and advise them on the production methods to
produce the best quality work. We are a trusted supplier, we
look to provide value and service above all else.
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Some of our services and capabilities include; large format
printing, exhibition stands, point of sale display, pos, wide
format printing, exhibition stand design, exhibition stand
builders, signage, pop up stands, digital wallpaper, banner
stands, interior displays, museum graphics, studio backdrops
and theatre backdrops.
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our services
Visual
Consultancy
Visual consultants providing large format print
advice, display and exhibition services, exhibition
design and installation expertise.
As a production company employing experts in events, graphics
production, project management and installation services we are
in the enviable position of being able to provide expert advice and
consultancy on display and graphic dressing projects for retail,
museum, visitor centre, event and exhibition applications.
We provide a client focused solution based service and deliver
that little bit extra that makes us stand out from the rest. We do
more than just produce the graphics. Working as consultants
we will provide solutions and technical support throughout the
graphic design, production and installation processes.
From concept to concourse we’ve got it covered, whether for a
building wrap, theatre backdrop, museum graphic or exhibition
graphics we will have a solution.
So whatever the large format graphics or display project involving
us at an early stage will ensure that the right solution is applied
and that you will probably save time, effort and money.
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NAME AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ABOUT THIS IMAGE HERE

Retail Display
Design and art working

Large format print production

Specialist designers and art workers for large format print applications in
retail exhibitions, museums and interiors.

Specialist large format print production business producing pos display,
retail graphics museum graphics, exhibition graphics and interior graphics.

Working with design agencies and end users Displayways provides an advantage to our
clients in supporting the design process. Our designers specialise in 3D and 2D design
for display and large format print and graphic applications, we are not brand, concept or
campaign designers but we support these disciplines to help produce designs that maximise
the potential large and giant format display provides.

We specialise in the production of large format of images printed onto almost any material to
unlimited size. Bespoke museum graphics, exhibition graphics, vinyl cut lettering, banners,
posters, giant media production and digitally printed wallpaper are just a few of our capabilities.

Our studio services provide a wealth of creative experience in graphic design and art working,
in addition to providing Photoshop, image manipulation, retouching, typesetting, scanning
and full colour management utilising the very latest Colour Management technology
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With over 25 years’ experience we provide one of the widest ranges of large format printing
methods available in the UK. From hoarding graphics, point of sale display, signage, large format
printing and banners to vehicle graphics, custom signs, graphics for office partitions, building
wraps, pop up display graphics and interior graphics we’ve got it covered.
Where necessary we can provide both creative and technical input from project creation,
pre-production through to production and installation. Using the very latest in digital printing
technology, from lambda print to giant media production, we are able to print images onto
almost any material including photographic, wood, metal, glass, fabric and vinyl.

Museum &
Interior display
Displayways specialise in the production of museum graphics,
museum fit out, museum exhibitions and museum dressing.
Attention to detail and quality has made us a leader in this field.
Specialising in this area has lead Displayways into the interior
graphics and dressing market where standards are similarly
exacting.

Digitally Printed Wallpaper

Museum Display

In addition we also supply removable wallpapers
for temporary use, magnetic wallpaper solutions
for regular changes of imagery and hand stencil
services for more permanent applications.

In conjunction with top design companies, we have been responsible for producing
interpretive panels, display graphics and way finding signage for places of interest
such as The V&A, The Imperial War Museum, London Transport Museum, The
Natural History Museum, The Science Museum, The Imperial War Museum and
many other visitor centres around the UK such as Sea City’s Titanic Exhibition in
Portsmouth, Chatham Dockyards and the Giant’s Causeway visitor centre in Ireland.

Window Manifestations

Our digitally printed wall coverings will let you turn
a boring blank wall into a stunning focal point.
Photographic imagery or your own corporate
graphics can be used to create a seamless graphic
to fit any size and space. Now the only limitation you
have for your walls is your imagination.

If you’ve had a family day out recently, the chances are that you’ve encountered
some of the work that we have been involved with in some of the museums and
visitor attractions throughout the country.

Window manifestation graphics offer a fantastic
interior branding opportunity whilst complying with
the latest health and safety regulations.

Displayways specialise in the production of museum graphics, museum fit out,
museum exhibitions and museum dressing. Attention to detail and quality has made
us a leader in this field.

Interior Graphics
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We offer a wide range of products and services to transform any space. We have
supplied and installed interior graphics throughout the UK in the retail sector, bars &
restaurants, educational establishments and office environments.

NAME AND BRIEF
DESCRIPTION ABOUT
THIS IMAGE HERE

We can advise on the most suitable product for
your glazing requirements and we will combine
the best solution of print and media technology to
ensure you receive the optimum results. We offer an
extensive range of coloured and frosted vinyl for use
on doors, windows and glass partitions. Our highly
skilled installation teams are experienced in working
with our full range of vinyl products and can work
alongside your fit-out company or main contractor.

Event & Exhibition
solutions
Displayways offer a comprehensive event and exhibition service from concept
design, 3d design, 2d design and specification to custom build, modular build
and installation and pull-out.
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Exhibition design

Our experienced exhibition stand designers have every aspect of event services covered. The exhibition
stand design team will use their extensive experience to provide you with a creative design solution
based on your requirements and budget.
From your brief we aim to understand your objectives and goals, our designers can then create a threedimensional design suited to your needs. Your objectives in attending an event may be numerous, such
as a new product launch, networking, to enter a new market or to present a new proposition. We will
understand these objectives and design a space suitable for your objectives and needs.
We will liaise with you as the job goes through production and we can also organise an installations
team to set up the stand and to dismantle it after the exhibition. Whatever your budget or requirements
we will have the solution to suit.

Custom built and bespoke exhibition stands

Modular exhibition stands and display systems

Attention to detail is of paramount importance for the success of any event or exhibition. Our expert
project managers will work through the project from the design stage to completion. They will specify
the correct materials, fixtures and fittings, deal with the organisers and third party suppliers, manage the
logistics and deliver the complete package on time and on budget.

Designed specifically for the modern day exhibitor, be it a small stand, ad-hoc display, road show or more, our
modular systems are easily assembled with just one small Allen key and can be broken down into small portable
containers.

From a simple piece of fabrication, flooring or routing and cutting through to complex structural metal work
required to produce a double decker stand, we have the capability, capacity and expertise to deliver.

Our modular exhibition stands are designed and manufactured with the customers’ requirements in mind. The
systems are developed to be entirely flexible, so the structure can be added to or reduced depending on your needs.

Our Modular display systems allow you to achieve the look of a purpose-built stand, with all the advantages of a
modular stand. Simple and flexible, the systems can be used again and again, at different venues and in different
configurations.

Project
management
Displayways are experts in the project management and delivery of
complex bespoke display and graphic dressing projects.
We don’t do mass production consumable print, we are experts in the project
management and delivery of complex display and graphic dressing projects,
providing bespoke display services for retail, museum, exhibition and interior
projects.
What sets us apart is our attention to detail, constant monitoring of progress
and accurate interpretation of the customers information combined with our
organisational skill and project management experience. When it comes to
managing and delivering complex projects and providing the consultancy required
advising on the best production methods we’ve got it covered.
The combined talents of our dedicated in house project management teams allied
to the latest fabrication techniques, printing capabilities and expert installation teams
provide a service second to none.

Finishing services

At Displayways we have in house specialist graphic finishers capable in
all aspects of finishing from simple mounting of graphics and finishing
banners to panel wrapping, vinyl cutting and stencil production.
Large format print production of high quality for bespoke display applications must be finished
to exacting standards, many of our installations may be in interiors, visitor centres or museums
and as such must be of the highest quality and made to last. Our experienced mounters and
finishers apply their skills using the best methods, trusted techniques and vast experience to
produce the highest quality display graphics available in the market.
Using the very latest in digital vinyl cutting we are able to produce vinyl cut lettering and cut to
shape branding using self-adhesive films for visual branding, interior dressing, signage and way
finding.
In addition we are able to offer digital cutting capabilities that enable us to cut or route intricate
shapes out of rigid panels, such as wood, acrylic, DiBond and laminates.
Whether your graphics need to be cut to shape, mounted to glass, wood or metal or adhered
to existing surfaces, we’ve got it covered.

Installation services

We are proud to boast that much of our repeat business is secured not just
on the ability to provide a display solution but because of the great service
and quality our install teams provide.
Large format print production of high quality for bespoke display applications must be installed
to exacting standards, many of our installations may be in retail, interiors, visitor centres or
museums and as such must look fantastic and be installed to last.
At Displayways we have in our own installers, who also work in the finishing department, they
understand the standards required when installing large format graphics and display hardware.
We are proud to boast that much of our repeat business is secured not just on the ability
to provide a display solution but because of the great service and quality our install teams
provide.
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Our personnel are qualified, experienced and equipped to handle the most challenging aspects
of graphic installations and are used to working in accordance with Risk Assessments and
Method Statements. All operatives are accredited and trained to meet CSC standards.

Products
Displayways offer one of the UK’s widest ranges of large format print products supported by one of the most
comprehensive offerings in display and exhibition products and equipment.

Display Products

Our display products range covers everything from banner stands, portable displays, pop up displays and retail displays through to
modular exhibition stands, point of sale display systems and outdoor display systems. Visit our product shop at www.displayways.co.uk
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Effects &
Textures
Graphic Products

Working with leading industry
suppliers, we continually asses new
print products and source the latest
in graphic media and substrates.
We know that each project requires
a specific graphic solution and we
have a reputation for delivering
the best quality large format print
solution for the application at hand.
Our printing machines can produce the
following print products: Digital photographic
print, Direct print to wood, glass, metal and
vinyl, digitally printed self-adhesive films,
banner materials, fabrics and canvas, window
graphics and wall coverings, specialist
hoarding materials, Duratrans, Duraclear
and print to specialist materials such as floor
graphic products and vehicle wrapping vinyl’s.
Additionally we can provide vinyl cut lettering,
cut lettering in metal, wood and acrylics and
signage and way finding products.
Displayways is renowned for its ability to
test, print and produce the unusual, allowing
designers the freedom to create new ideas in
display solutions.
Displayways has developed a range of
specialist large format print products not
available from the average print and display
company. We have worked with designers and
specifiers to create a range of products for
unusual applications
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Tuffcover floor graphic range.

Windoweffects range

Fabricover range

Fret cut lettering, shapes and spraying services

From normal floor graphic materials to carpets and rubberised flooring solutions we
have it covered. In recent years Displayways has also developed a permanent resin
graphic application for use in interiors and visitor centres.

From canvas and voile to mesh and silk finish materials we can deliver it all.
We have printed specialist materials for stage sets, tested and successfully
produced graphics of supplied materials that other printers would not contemplate
undertaking. Give us a challenge and we like to overcome it.

From simple widow manifestations, textured images to flip images and one way viewing films
we can enhance windows in many imaginative and visually impactful ways. Our consultants
work with the interior designers to help enhance the possibilities within interior dressing.

From cut lettering in acrylic, metals, foam and vinyl’s to complicated shapes and cardboard
engineered display units we have it covered. Our CNC routing and spray finishing services
cover most solutions and display applications.

About us.
Established in 1988, the business was set up as a visual consultancy
to provide expert advice to clients requiring large format printing and
display solutions.
Established in 1988, the business was set up as a display consultancy to provide
expert advice to clients requiring large format printing and display solutions.
Since then the business has grown on a reputation for quality and service. The
company quickly introduced production for large format digital photographic print
(lambda) and now boasts some of the latest large format digital print technologies and
expert bespoke display solution manufacturing available in the UK.
Using the very latest in large format print devices, Displayways produce graphics and
imagery of almost any type onto almost any printable media; such as banner materials,
canvas, vinyl, fabrics and paper plus direct to rigid media such as wood, metal, glass,
foam board and DiBond.
The production is supported by specialist teams covering design and art working
services, project management and site teams who perform survey work and project
manage the installations and pull out.
Directors Rob Kelly and Peter Sheldrick have both spent more than 25 years in the
large format print, display and exhibition industry and are supported by art working,
design, print, finishing and installation experts.
Operating from two sites in South London Displayways services Marketers, Interior
Designers & Architects, Exhibition & Graphic Designers, Marketing and brand
professionals and Event Organisers and as such we operate across the corporate,
interiors, retail, hospitality, museum, events, exhibitions and leisure sectors. Here is a
selection of those clients: Client logos from web site
Maybe try some case study pages after this, but may be too much
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